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Abstract  

Traditional restoration of sand and gravel quarries in Sweden has been first and foremost focused on hiding the 

traces of the industry, and the mark it has left in the landscape. This contradict itself since the landscape already 

has been altered to a point where it is not possible to return to an original landscape. Furthermore this approach 

diminishes biological values and the high biodiversity found in quarries. Many of the unique species that lives in 

the harsh quarry landscape has taken refuge here due to changed land-use in Sweden. These species are 

dependent on the disturbance that the industrial activity creates, which keeps the vegetation in an early 

succession stage. Since fewer quarry permits is being issued today, these type of environments could become 

more rare in the future. Our projekt “Biodiversity Framed”, is a design strategy for an after-treatment of the sand 

and gravel quarry Löten outside of Stockholm. 

 The quarry consists of a linear landscape six kilometers from north to south, and has an impressive species 

richness with several red listed species. The starting point of our work is the quarry permit which was granted in 

January 2016, lasting until 2036. Our design strategy follows the pattern of future extraction plans at Löten, and 

will be implemented as the industry is being phased out. The purpose of the design strategy is to increase 

biodiversity in the quarry, both during and after the extraction, where human recreation will replace the industrial 

disturbance. When the industrial activity at Löten is over, the goal is that the threatened species that exists in the 

area today are preserved and can be presented to visitors.  

 

Well-functioning ecosystems with high biodiversity can be hard to understand, and people often perceive these 

environments as neglected. To give people a sense of the sites’ relevance and ecological qualities, the site 

requires cues to care, traces of human impact. By giving endangered species at Löten a framework, the sites’ 

status can be increased, and people will perceive it in a different way. The design strategy frames biodiversity 

within the industrial traces of Löten. The landscape at Löten needs a framework that highlights, explains, and 

makes the site look cared for.  

 

By mapping and studying the red-listed species and biotopes at Löten, we found design solutions where 

recreation, learning and biodiversity could coexist. Through several inventory visits to Löten, research of land 

use and through literature studies we could pinpoint the specific habitats at Löten that are characteristic for sand 

and gravel quarries in Sweden. In order to find local initiatives, engagement and to get ideas, we contacted local 

stakeholders 

The design strategy consists of eight designed biotopes that each displays and informs about an endangered 

species found at Löten and its surroundings. These designed biotopes are linked together via a pathway that 

also serves as an ecological corridor that gives the site an overall idea of orientation The design strategy 

consists of several stages, and should be implemented as the industrial activity decreases. The design is based 

upon theoretical knowledge about the endangered species and their living requirements. Instead of carrying out 

an after treatment using traditional principles, this proposal aims to reimagine quarry restoration using recent 

scientific findings to promote biodiversity.
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Final report  

Disclaimer 

Our master thesis in landscape architecture “Biodiversity Framed - a design strategy for Löten quarry”, 

Addendum 2, is a key part of our work.The thesis can be found here: http://stud.epsilon.slu.se/9565/ 

 This report is to be seen as summary of the master thesis, and the references to the addendum will be made 

throughout the report as: (Ax , page. x). The thesis is written in Swedish and the facts and findings in this report 

are a result of the finding in our thesis. The illustrations, visualizations and plans are what makes our findings 

come alive, and what captures the essences of what we as landscape architects can bring to the table in this 

competition. These illustrative aspects of the thesis has been summarized and compiled in Addendum 1. 

Throughout the report, we will refer to the addendums as A1 and A2. 

Introduction 

Löten is characterized by the pale sand, dust incrusted pine trees, azure blue waters and rusty industrial 

structures. This is a landscape and a habitat created by the industry. The site is a place that differs enormously 

from the surrounding landscape. Few people at Ekerö and in the Stockholm region have set there foot in this 

landscape, and it seems to be somewhat of a grey area in the mental map of Stockholm. Even fewer people 

know of the Lötens history and how the quarry has contributed to the building of the modern Stockholm. The 

industrial heritage of Löten lies hidden, and we would like to tell this story. Our after-treatment has been guided 

by species and habitat conservation principles connected to the species that lives in this type of environment (A2 

p. 29-31). During the this project we constantly reflected of the core essence of our profession, and what we as 

landscape architects can accomplish. In the process of after treatment and development of finished quarries, 

limestone quarries has come to be given greater attention than sand and gravel quarries. By choosing Löten as 

our project site, we got the opportunity to explore how a sand and gravel quarry can be reimagined into an 

interesting landscape for visitors. 

Objectives 

In our work we focused on the endangered species found at the quarry, that lives here not despite the quarry, 

but because of it. These species are strongly connected to the harsh and disturbed quarry habitat. They need a 

vegetation in an early succession stage with disturbance to thrive. When the industry comes to an end 

something else needs to replace this disturbance. At the same time, we are noticing an international trend where 

derelict or phased out industrial areas are becoming increasingly popular as tourist attractions. Our ambition and 

aim was to show, through our design strategy proposal, an after treatment that safeguards and informs about 

biodiversity and red listed species. We also want to strenghten Lötens contact with the surrounding landscape 

and give local associations the possibility to get involved. 

Background information 

The Löten quarry is located on the tip of the Munsö-island in Ekerö municipality (A2, p. 17). The quarry has a 

rich history and is a part of the cultural heritage of Ekerö. At the site, mining has been executed for over 140 

years. The huge masses of sand and gravel from Löten is a cornerstone in the Stockholm cityscape. The 

landscape has been truly altered, but soon the quarrying will be reaching its final stage of extraction. The 

http://stud.epsilon.slu.se/9565/
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quarrying came to be executed at Löten, because of the rich amount of glacifluvial deposit at the site that the 

esker Uppsalaåsen has given rise to. Arriving from the mainland you pass the Drottningholm castle, and the 

cultural and agricultural landscape of the Ekerö islands. This creates a huge contrast as you reach the harsh 

dusty quarry landscape. It would seem like this moon-like landscape would be somewhat of a desert in the 

wildlife aspect. Quite the opposite is true. Löten inhibits several red listed species and some extremely 

endangered ones. At our first site visit to Löten, in February, we were fascinated by the large scale. The mighty 

scale testifies of activities that required large spaces, and of a industry that has changed the landscape greatly. 

The esker that once was here is now in Stockholm! 

Project site Löten 

The project site (A1, p. 1) lies within the existing quarry borders. In northern part of the quarry by Laxsjön, an 

after-treatment has already been carried out. The local angling club Pliggen manages the area. Mälaröarna 

Outdoor Association, a wildlife-and-outdoor organization, makes reoccurring visits and excursions to this part of 

Munsö. Today Laxsjön is only open to the public as long as the quarry is opened, where a gate closes the area 

during closed hours. Slightly south of Laxsjön, Jehander is going to store large masses of bedrock from the huge 

infrastructure-project Förbifart Stockholm. This storage-area of 30 hectares, is marked L1 in the quarry permit 

(A1, p. 2). Adjacent to this storage-area a five hectare wetland, marked V1 in the quarry permit, is planned to be 

built (A1, p. 2). The production area with a machine park is the heart of the quarry, here the material is shipped 

via cargo ships to the Stockholm region. A 25 meter wide dumper-road connects the bigger mining area in the 

south to the production area. This is the main transportation route for materials at Löten. South of the southern 

border of Löten, is a nature reserve called Bonavik which can be explored by a nature trail. Adjacent to Bonavik, 

there is a small scale parking space for visitors. West of the nature reserve, outside the quarry border, is an 

overgrown lake called Snorran, which according to The Ornithological Society of Stockholm, is of ornithological 

interest.  

The IUCN Red List 

The International Union for Conservation of Nature has founded the Red list-classification, which evaluates the 

risk of species extinction. Every five years, the Swedish national Red List is publicized by Artdatabanken at The 

Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU). The purpose of the Red List is to evaluate the condition of 

species, to be able to take measures for improving the situation of threatened species. The Red List consists of 

the following classifications: (EX)Extinct, (RE)Regionally extinct, (CR)Critically endangered, (EN) Endangered , 

(VU) Vulnerable, (NT) Near threatened.  

Method 

Site visit Löten 

Early on we decided to make site visits to experience Lötens landscape. During February and March we made 

two site visits to Löten, and then one later in May. Site analysis, photo documentation and simple sketches were 

made in the field. The sites overall layout, entrances, destination points, habitats and roads were documented. 

At our second visit at Löten we received a large amount of historical photos. We also got in touch with staff who 

has worked at Löten for several decades. 
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Vision 

In view of the fact that Löten is situated close to Stockholm, there is a huge potential to bring a large number of 

people to the site and to create a public interest in ecotourism and biodiversity. By making the site accessible via 

trails and design inventions, biodiversity and industrial heritage can be highlighted. As of today, there is no 

comprehensive restoration plan for Löten. Many of the red listed species that lives here need disturbance, and 

by bringing people to the site this can be achieved. We want to create a site where; biodiversity, cultural 

heritage, education, and recreation can coexist. 

Literature studies 

The literature studies focused on the biodiversity in Swedish quarries and the red listed species that lives here. 

Through this we could identify the habitats that are unique to sand and gravel quarries in general and Löten in 

particular. The literature studies focused on the habitat caused by the industrial activities at Löten and the red 

listed species that are related to these habitats. We also studied Ekerö municipality’s plans regarding land use, 

ecology and cultural heritage. This was done to gain an understanding of the area's context and municipal 

ambitions. Via the County Administrative Board, we got reports of the abundance of certain red listed species at 

Löten and programs for preservation of these endangered species. 

Biotopes and species 

The Swedish Species Observation System is a database for observations of species of the Swedish flora and 

fauna. In the database one can search amongst the over 50 million findings of species, and see on a map where 

the species was found. At Löten, there are 27 red listed species linked to the biotopes of a sand and gravel 

quarry (A1, p. 3). There are additional red listed species at Löten, but these are not connected to the biotopes of 

sand and gravel quarries. The searches in the database where made between the years 2000-2016, with a focus 

on species that lives at Löten because of the industry. According to researchers at SLU the searches was within 

the margin of what can be considered as credible given the species abundance and vitality, that is to say; that 

the species remains on the site today.The quarry was also analyzed in a regional ecological context, and we 

explored the possibilities of bringing red listed species in the region to the site. If the right conditions are 

provided, these species will find their way to Löten by themselves. For these species, that potentially could thrive 

here, the search in the database was made within a larger area, with a distance that was reasonable in view of 

the desired species' ability to reach Löten (A1, p. 3). 

Selection of biotopes and species 

Our research led to a selection of eight biotopes that are characteristic at a sand-and gravel quarry. Each of 

these biotopes was then connected with what we call an "umbrella species", a species which thrives in that 

biotope. The umbrella-species was chosen from the red listed species of Löten, all of which are connected to the 

environments of sand and gravel quarries. If the umbrella species needs are fulfilled, other species that thrive in 

the same biotope are also supported. The umbrella species was selected through five criteria we put forward: 

1. The species is red listed, and the status in the red list: More threatened species was favored in the selection. 

2. The species is linked to other red listed species: Species that function as hosts or in other way live in 

symbioses with other red listed species was favored in the selection.  
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3. Regional and national prevalence: Species that regionally occurs scarce or from a national perspective is  

having difficulties was favored in the selection.  

4. Future threats to the species: The species history is taken into consideration. 

5. Visual communicability: A selection was made based on how well the species could be presented to visitors, 

species we considered as unassuming was not selected. To evoke interest and curiosity in the visitor, the 

species must be able to offer a visual beauty.  

Quarry Permit 

By studying Jehanders future development plans (A1, p. 2) and the newly granted quarry permit, we got an 

overview of which areas of Löten that is to be changed and which ones that will be saved from further industrial 

activity. By comparing the masses of extraction with annual production, we have made an assessment of how 

long Lötens different areas will be industrially active. Jehanders development plans was the compared with the 

findings from The Swedish Species Observation System. Through this we were able to understand where the 

red listed species can thrive in the future, and where they are in danger of disappearing. 

Local stakeholders 

In order to take advantage of local initiatives, commitments, and to get ideas, we contacted local associations 

The stakeholders we contacted included: The Nature Conservation Society of Mälaröarna, The Ornithological 

Society of Stockholm, Pliggen Angling Club, Haglunds Apiaries, County Administrative Board, Mälaröarna 

Outdoor Association and the Municipality of Ekerö. Some stakeholders requests were general, others more 

place-specific (A2, p. 24). 

Result 

A design strategy was created with the aim to manage the highly uncertain future of the site, and is to be 

implemented in stages as the industry comes to an end (A1, p. 5). The strategy revolves around eight selected 

and designed biotopes. The biotopes we found characteristic for a sand and gravel quarry were designed to 

create sensory experiences for visitors and be aesthetically pleasing while also promoting and presenting an 

umbrella species (A1, p. 4). The design strategy also makes the landscape easy to orientate via a main path for 

visitors. The existing dumper road is being remodeled into the primary transportation passage, becoming the 

spine of Löten (A1, p. 7). The spine fulfills the function as a corridor for the sandy sun exposed soil, where bigger 

areas of the biotope is linked together. By using the spine as a starting point, the eight designed biotopes can be 

experienced. These are the selected biotopes with their umbrella species: 

Shallow quarry waters- Little ringed plover(LC), Sandy slope - Sand martin(NT), Steep bedrock - Eagle-owl(VU), Sandy 

nutrient-poor Mälaren shore - Alisma Wahlenbergii (VU), Sun-exposed sandy soil- Sand wasp (NT), Power line corridor - 

Silver-spotter skipper (NT), Concrete culvert - Natterer’s bat (VU), Clearing in sandy pine forest- Clover moth(VU) 

Working with Löten, we have found traces and stories that testify of the human impact on the landscape. During 

our site visits at Löten, through interviews and the studies of hundreds of historical photos, the traces of industry 

came to life - before our eyes. Löten and its landscape needs a framework that highlights and explains the site 

and its ecology. By giving threatened species at Löten an aesthetically pleasing setting, the status of the site will 

increase and people will see the landscape in a different light. The industrial heritage of Löten and our 
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interpretation of it, is our framework in the design and forms our design strategy: Biodiversity Framed. 

Stages of implementation 

The design strategy consists of six stages and follows Jehanders plans for a gradual phase-out of the industry, 

from south to north (A1, p. 2). Existing paths and roads are linked together as the spine is being constructed. Via 

the spine visitors can experience Löten by foot or kayak (A1, p.7). The after treatment starts in the south and 

Löten is linked to the nature reserve and its existing parking space, this will be the initial entrance for a visiting 

Löten. In the middle of the quarry a new main entrance will be built in time which will also connect to the sea, 

stage 4 (A1, p. 5). This main entrance will later become the natural starting point of a visit to Löten. Here, visitors 

have the opportunity to learn more about Lötens heritage, flora and fauna and rent kayaks and bikes. 

The eight designed biotopes: 

1. Bird Islands - Quarry-lake becomes bird area (A1, p. 8) Stage 1 

The extraction of material in the southern part of the quarry, marked N4 in the quarry-permit (A1, p. 2), is 

planned to be executed bellow groundwater-level, and this will leave an open body of water. After extraction this 

area should be turned in to a bird area where a lake is created with ideal circumstances for Little ringe plover, 

Charadrius dubius. The species is classified as least concern, but since few new quarry permits are granted, and 

existing quarries often gets covered with soil after extraction, the habitat for the species is threatened. The bird 

lays its eggs directly on the ground, so disturbance from visitors is not suitable close to the nest. Larger remote 

islands are created in this new quarry lake where the bird can lay its eggs in a undisturbed environment. Since 

there will be no disturbance on these islands, the vegetation will grow higher here, which will protect the species 

further. The islands that are available to visitors are reached through footbridges, to allow movement between 

the islands and the eastern and western shore of the lake. The footbridges design is inspired by the industrial 

structures at Löten. The lake is constructed with a complex shoreline, which creates many micro-habitats. The 

shoreline is to be shallow to promote biodiversity, and is ideal for shorebirds. No crayfish or fish is to be put in to 

the lake as this diminishes biodiversity. A nature trail runs along the shoreline and helps to keep the riparian 

zone in an early stage of succession. 

 

2. Floating bird observatory -Excavation-machine becomes bird-observatory  (A1, p. 9) Stage 1 

The southern part of the quarry, marked N4 in the quarry permit (A1, p. 2), is a site with great views and long 

sight lines. Surrounded by quarry slopes the sand martins nests, that are dug into the slope, are easy to spot. 

The large number of sand martins is here a spectacular sight. A nature trail runs around the new lake and allows 

an experience where the visitor can see the sand martins rapid journey through the air. The distance from the 

trail to the slope is adapted so that the visitor easily can see the birds’ nests. The slope itself protects the bird 

and the colonies, which is sufficient protection against people. An excavator on floating pontoons, a so called 

schwimmgreifer, is placed in this large-scale landscape. It makes a great destination-point for visitors and serves 

as a bird observation tower, which the Ornithological Society of Stockholm expressed a wish for. The sand 

martin is protected indirectly, as the species is presented and informed about to visitors. The bird tower has a 

rest-area and is equipped with a binocular station where the visitor can see into the sand martins nests. The bird 

tower also creates a feeling of reminiscence of the industrial activity on the site. Visitors can now experience a 
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schwimmgreifer in its right environment. The placement of the observation tower in this bowl-shaped landscape 

creates an initial buzz around Löten and encourages discovery of the site. In effect this creates an reoccurring 

disturbance around the new lake and shoreline, which promotes many species in this biotope. 

 

3. Owl Pillar- Saved bedrock becomes a owl pillar  (A1, p. 10) Stage 2 

North of the southern quarry, marked BU in the quarry permit (A1, p. 2), lies a steep bedrock-ridge that is the 

current excavation front. The ridge is about twenty meters high and almost vertical. The bedrock in this area is to 

be fully excavated and the landscape will be left flat. The Nature Conservation Society of Mälaröarna has 

pinpointed this area as a important nesting area for bird of prey and wish it to be protected. As a part of the after 

treatment a pillar of bedrock should be left from exploitation and will serve as a nesting area for the Eagle-owl, 

Bubo bubo. On the pillars south facing side a mountain shelf should be created where the owl can nest. The 

pillar is 15 x 15 meters wide and its height is that of the existing bedrock. The height of the pillar provides the owl 

with the protection and the outlook that it needs. From the pillar the distance to the nearest wooded area about 

150 meters. The distance to the nearest agricultural land is approximately 200 meters. This varied landscape 

creates a good hunting environment for the owl. The pillar constitutes a great powerful landmark in this now flat 

landscape, and reminds the visitor of the mighty ridge that once existed on the site. 

 

4. Frame it - Experience industrial heritage and a rare underwater plant (A1, p. 11) Stage 3+5 

The rare underwater plant Alisma wahlenbergii, prefers sunlit sand-and gravel shores in slightly brackish water 

where the nutrient supply is low and the water is clear. Ceased reed removance and the reduced use of grazing 

animals by the shore in Sweden, has had negative consequences for the species; this favors fast tall-growing 

vegetation by the shore which reduces light to the underwater plant. It is not desirable to create a visitation-spot 

at the primary site of Alisma Wahlenbergii close to Bisjön, since human disturbance in the wrong way could 

damage the plants. Instead, an alternative observation area is created about one kilometer from this primary site. 

Here an new shallow bay is created, surrounded by a concrete frame. The frame creates a calm water where the 

visitor easily can see to the bottom. The calm water provides minimal clouding which creates a well lit sea 

bottom for the smaller colony of Alisma wahlenberggi that has been moved here from the original observation 

area. The shape of the concrete structure is inspired by old sediment pools formerly used in the quarrying-

industry at Löten. The frame gives the species an importance and highlights it. Today several sunken cargo 

ships that was once used at Löten is to be found along the shore in this part of the quarry. Along the walk-able 

frame the visitors can experience this very rare underwater plant as well as the sunken cargo ships. In and 

around the area south of the frame an area for grazing animals should be created. The area has nutritious soil, 

marked LB in the quarry-permit (A1, p. 2) which can support the vegetation the animals need. The grazing 

animals should be cattle, since these animals are best suited for grazing by shores. The grazing benefits the 

underwater plant since it reduces nutrient supply to the water and keeps higher vegetation away, which 

 increases the amount of light that hits the bottom. We see possibilities for local farmers to obtain a piece of land 

for their animals, or to bring animals from a agricultural institution in the Stockholm region.  

 

5. Bee-paradise- Exercise and bees in co-existence  (A1, p. 12) Stage 5 
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After the extraction this topographically varied area, marked N2 in the quarry-permit (A1, p. 2) will be left flat. At 

this site an optimal habitat for bees should be created. This new bee-paradise also serves as an area for 

exercise and play for people of all ages. A series of mounds, facing the sun, creates a warm microclimate for the 

sun loving wasp, Bembix rostata. These mounds creates a warm microclimate for both humans and insects, 

where the wind is stopped and the sun’s heat is amplified. The mounds offers a suitable environment for regional 

plants which provides nutrition to the bees. Between the mounds there are different exercise activities e.g. an 

obstacle course for exercise and play. Human disturbance is crucial to the species, since lichens and ground 

covering vegetation are held back. In the middle of the site an area for “bee-football” is created, where football 

can be played on the sand and gravel. This creates a disturbance over the area which helps to keep the sand 

exposed, so wasps and bees can build their nests. At the site, large-scale pyramids of sand and gravel are 

preserved from the days of the industry. These could now be used for exercise and play. In the bee-paradise 

there is also a mountain bike-trail, as well as facilities such as smaller locker rooms and a wind shelter. 

 

6. Butterfly Corridor- Power line corridor becomes butterfly haven (A1, p. 13) Stage 5 

The area underneath the power lines is the only part of the quarry where regular mechanical maintenance will be 

performed in the future. Where power lines crosses areas of sand especially valuable habitats for biodiversity 

has been discovered. Many red listed species are linked to the early succession stage in these power line 

corridors, and these open sandy landscapes inhibits an impressive insect fauna. The valuable environment the 

power line at Löten will partly be disrupted if the adjacent Reaxsjön is expanded according to Jehanders plans 

(A1, p. 2). Therefore we suggest an alternative shape of the lake where it does not cross the power line corridor. 

A nature trail runs through the entire power line corridor where multi-functional butterfly hotels are placed. The 

butterfly hotels serves as hibernation vessels for the silver spotted skipper, Hesperia comma, and other 

butterflies. They also serve as seating and are included as obstacles in a mountain bike trail. The butterfly hotels 

are placed throughout the area, and these destination points creates disturbance in the entire power line 

corridor. The Mälaröarna Outdoor Association has expressed a desire for an opportunity to stay overnight at 

Löten. Adjacent to the lake a small campsite is put up that initially is managed by the municipality. These smaller 

cottages allows for overnight stay in and around them further disturbance is created. The campsite could in time 

be managed in a similar way as the Laxsjön-area where a local association leases and manages the site. 

 

7. Bat machine- The production area promotes bats (A1, p. 14) Stage 5 

In this designed biotope the focus has been to improve the existing rather than making major additions. The 

production area with its rusty, large-scale structures and machinery creates an interesting place. This is where 

the industry has left behind its most powerful traces. Instead of removing the machine park it is embraced, 

showing the visitor how the industry at Lötens production area was built. The existing machinery and structures 

is made accessible for visitors, where they freely can discover and explore the site. The concrete culverts in the 

machine park are enclosed and provided with holes to enable a safe hibernation for Natterer’s bat, Myotis 

natteri. Existing willow is promoted in the area, and new plantings of the tree should be carried out. Willow with 

its early bloom attracts insects in early spring, which is crucial as the bat wakes up from its hibernation. This 

seems to be the most important aspect for the survival of the animal. The production area is lit up at night, 
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creating a striking play of light, where the industry comes to life. The design attracts insects at night. Wandering 

several meters above the ground, visitors can experience the bats hunting over the summer night sky.  

 

8. Clover clearings- Tires safeguards the biotope (A1, p. 15) Stage 6 

Since the clover moth, Anacampsis fuscella, has a very limited ability to spread therefore measures in close 

proximity to the findings of the species is needed. The clover moth is strongly connected to its host plant zig zag 

clover, Trifolium medium, and is found almost exclusively on this plant. The moth has very high demands on the 

clover growing in sun-exposed sand, and caterpillar nests have only been found on hard drought-stressed 

plants. Clover moth is very unwilling to fly long distances and does not move far from the host plant. Most of the 

findings of the moth has been made in the northern part of the quarry, adjacent to the production area. New 

clearings will be created here, and is provided with nutrient-poor sand of varying volumes. In this gradient of 

varied dry, sun-exposed sand the zig zag clover can establish itself and good possibilities is thereby created for 

the flower to get drought-stressed. Sand and gravel filled dumper tires are placed near the findings and are 

planted with clover.These tires are moveable and once the clover moth have settled, the tires can be moved to 

both new and existing clearings in the sandy pine forest. In this way the species can spread over larger areas 

and get a more protected location. The clearings in the pine forest with its large tires creates unexpected places 

in the forest and some of them are made accessible through a nature trail linking them together. In the clearings 

information about the species will be available. The sand and disturbance prevents the clearings from closing 

themselves. Tires without sand will also be placed in the clearings, functioning as seating. The large-scale tires 

hints about the industrial history of Löten, reminding of the huge machines once roaming the landscape. When 

the storage of masses from Förbifart Stockholm has ended and the masses have been removed, the storage 

area marked L1 in the quarry permit (A1, p. 2), should be taken into particular consideration regarding the 

creation of new environments for clover moth. Here the ground should be prepared, where the geo-barrier, 

consisting of a clay layer, is removed so that the sandy gravel is exposed (A1, p.15). 

Discussion 

We have been following Jehander’s future plans for Löten to a large extent, but at the same time we have been 

guided by the desire the promote biodiversity, which sometimes has meant that we have developed alternative 

solutions. Since the site is under massive change, the design strategy must be flexible. If Jehander decides to 

extract the quarry in an alternative manner, the design strategy must be altered thereafter, but as a general idea 

for after treatment we are confident it will work. We believe it is important to create an initial interest for the site, 

and we think the first stages could create this initial spark. As the quarry after treatment moves north, and more 

stages are completed, more public and local interest is gained. The designed biotopes are not dependent on 

each other, which makes it possible to complete just one or a few of them. Some of the designed biotopes are 

more visionary and could be more expensive to complete, even so, if a interest is created, they could be 

motivated later on. Estimated costs for the entire design strategy: 850 000 euros. If the design strategy would be 

implemented, more research has to be done. The disturbance which is created by the design strategy is 

expected to preserve an early succession state and prevent the site from being overgrown. If the disturbance of 

visitors is not sufficient, maintenance could be needed. 
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Added value for biodiversity 

Biodiversity Framed frames the red listed species and its biotopes, and the species are highlighted in an 

interesting way. Since visitors is learning more about the red listed species, they are receiving attention and are 

therefore protected indirectly. Visitors from elementary schools, universities and organizations could learn more 

about the biotopes, species and their conditions by visiting Löten and experience the landscape. Species with 

similar needs as the ones we decided to highlight is protected by the actions we put forward. Red listed species 

outside of Löten will get the their needs fulfilled inside Lötens borders and given possibilities to thrive there. The 

number of water bodies in Löten will increase, and some on the existing ones will increase in size. The spine 

functions as a biotope corridor between these bodies of water, creating a larger semi-connected biotope, from 

Snorran in the south to the planned wetland in the north. If no measures are taken to preserve the biotopes and 

the disturbance from the industry is not replaced, many of the red listed species that thrive here today will 

disappear. 

Added value for the society 

An untold cultural heritage will be presented and this site which has been closed for the public for decades will 

now be opened. Löten is a site that many people have not experienced, and our design strategy Biodiversity 

Framed offers an interesting landscape that encourages curiosity. There are many associations in the region that 

can benefit from Lötens recreational aspects. Local associations and businesses will get the opportunity to get 

involved at Löten. Biodiversity Framed meets many needs, there is a place for everyone. By presenting visionary 

ideas at an early stage, we want to give people a hint of the future. 

Added value for the company 

By embracing the industrial history, highlighting and explaining the industrial heritage, people can get an 

understanding that places like Löten is needed in the landscape. This together with the recreational and 

biological values that is added to the site, will create positive publicity for HeidelbergCement since quarrying 

sometimes can be perceived as controversial. The company shows solidarity by opening the site to the public, 

and through our proposal visitors can understand that this kind of landscape has a high value. In addition, the 

proposal allows the company to actively use their land for the local community's best. The company has the 

opportunity to launch a pioneer project, and step by step follow its development. The projects methods, ideas 

and approaches can be applied to the company's quarries around the world, and this is perhaps our greatest 

contribution to this competition. 

Conclusion 

Since the project has many connections to the local society, many organizations could get involved. As the 

project is initiated, a group called “Friends of Löten” could be created. The group is formed by the different 

associations who all share a common interest in Löten. We hope that this work can inspire and inform about a 

new way of looking at after treatment of this kind of environments, an after treatment which will be carried out 

successively. Our after treatment is a post-industrial park were human recreation and biodiversity coexists. We 

believe that our profession has an important role to play in the future regarding after treatment of quarries. As 

landscape architects, it has been inspirational for us to take part in this development.
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To be kept and filled in at the end of your report 

Project tags (select all appropriate): 

This will be use to classify your project in the project archive (that is also available online) 
 

 
Project focus: 

xBiodiversity management 

☐Cooperation programmes 

xEducation and Raising awareness 

xEndangered and protected species 

☐Invasive species 

xLandscape management - rehabilitation 

xRehabilitation 

xScientific research 

xSoil management 

xUrban ecology 

☐Water management 

 
Flora: 

☐Conifers and cycads   

☐Ferns   

xFlowering plants   

☐Fungi   

☐Mosses and liverworts 

 
Fauna: 

xAmphibians   

xBirds   

xDragonflies & Butterflies   

☐Fish   

☐Mammals   

☐Reptiles   

☐Spiders   

xOther insects   

☐Other species 

 

Habitat: 

☐Cave   

xCliffs 

☐Fields - crops/culture   

xForest   

☐Grassland   

☐Human settlement   

xOpen areas of rocky grounds 

xRecreational areas   

☐Screes   

☐Shrubs & groves   

xSoil   

xWander biotopes 

xWater bodies (flowing, standing)   

xWetland 

 

Stakeholders: 

xAuthorities   

xLocal community   

xNGOs   

xSchools   

xUniversities 
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Communications within LötenMap of Löten. Yellow line marks the quarry-border.

Skala 1:30 000 
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Future-extraction map.  Gradient that shows how the industrial activity will come to an end at Löten. 
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Table shows the red-listed species that where amongst the selection of umbrella species.

Picture. Map of umbrella species at Löten.

Figur 7. Urval paraplyarter. 

REDLISTED SPECIES AT LÖTEN

Species Category 	Species	connec0on

Alisma	wahlenbergii	-	Småsval*ng VU No

Anacampsis	fuscella	-	Klöversobermal EN No

Andrena	nigrospina	-	Sotsandbi NT No

Arachnospila	westerlundi	-	Tallmovägstekel VU No

Bankera	fuligineoalba	-	Talltaggsvamp NT No

Bembix	rostrata	-	Läppstekel NT Yes

Blysmus	compressus		Organismgrupp	-	Pla.säv NT No

Boletopsis	grisea	-	Tallgrå*cka VU No

Botrychium	lunaria	-	Månlåsbräken NT No

Buglossoides	arvensis	var.	arvensis	-	Vit	sminkrot NT No

Charadrius	dubius	-	Mindre	strandpipare - No

Chimaphila	umbellata	-	Ryl EN No

Hesperia	comma	-	Silversmygare NT No

Myo*s	na.ereri	-	Fransfladdermus VU No

Nothorhina	muricata	-	Reliktbock	 NT No

Phellodon	connatus	-	Svartvit	taggsvamp NT No

Priocnemis	minuta	-	Dvärgvägstekel VU No

Pterygoneurum	ovatum	-	Stjärtmossa NT No

Raphanus	raphanistrum	-	ÅkerräVka VU No

Riparia	riparia	-		Backsvala NT Yes	

Sarcodon	fuligineoviolaceus	-	LilaköVg	taggsvamp EN No

Sarcodon	scabrosus	-	Skrovlig	taggsvamp NT No

Sarcodon	squamosus	-	Motaggsvampen NT No

Sarcosoma	globosum	-	Bombmurkla VU No

Stagonomus	bipunctatus	-	Veronikabärfis NT No

Thymus	pulegioides	-	Stor*mjan VU No

Unio	pictorum	-	Äkta	målarmussla NT No

Vicia	villosa	-	Luddvicker VU No

POTENTIAL SPECIES (FOUND IN THE AREA)

Species Category Species	connec0on

Myo*s	na.ereri	-	Fransfladdermus VU No

Bubo	Bubo	-	Berguv	 VU No

KATEGORIER I RÖDLISTAN
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Figur 1. Den svenska rödlistans kategorier

1000 m

SPecies selection
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Selected biotopes
Biotopes connected to sand-and gravel quarries that exist at Löten, or 

potentially could exist here was seleted and mapped in dialoge with 
Göran Thor101, ecologist and professor at the department of nature at the 
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences. 

The biotopes are:
1. Shallow quarry waters, picture 1.
2.  Sand-slope, picture 2.
3. Steep bedrock, picture 3.
4. Sandy nutrient poor Mälar-shore, picture 4.
5. Powerline corridor, picture 5.
6. Sun-exposed sandy soil, picture 6.
7. Concrete culvert, picture 7.
8. Clearings in sandy pineforest, picture 8.

10. Göran Thor. Consultation. SLU, Ultuna 19 february 2016. 

biotope Selection

Picture 1. Shallow waters, southern quarry.

Picture 2. Sandslope, southern part of the quarry.

Picture 4. Sandy nutrient poor Mälar-shore, shore at Bisjön.

Picture 5. Powerline, north Löten

Picture 6. Sun-exposed sandy soil in early succsession, area around Reaxsjön

Picture 7. Concrete-culvert at the machinepark.

Picture 8. Clearing in sandy pineforest.

Picture 3. Steep bedrock, existing extraction edge, southern quarry.



5                                      Illustration of stages, area for grazing animals in grey

ETAPP 6

ETAPP 1

ETAPP 2

ETAPP 3

ETAPP 4

ETAPP 5

STAGE 3

STAGE 6

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

New harbour

Stages of implementation
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Sun exposed
sandy soil

sunexposed 
sandy soil

BRidges

New harbour + BRidge

bridges

bridge

bridge

section

overall idea : spine + 8 designed biotops

+
tertrt r  retert er ert  terter e5 rt er ffffffffffffffffff f fgsrg sdfg

df f sdf sdf sdf sghtj   tjhthuththththt hthththh t yhththth-
 dth ththdthththt  thth t t  jag är en liten bergh u som inte

 kan hittas på något anat ställe io ärlden än på löten , ja
 juset dcet så är det faktiskt , men jag kan inte sötas för då
vaknar jag pch blir arg

klöversobermal
en liten maen liten mal l som bor i skogen med värdväxten skogsklöver, 

men bara på torkstressade sådanna. Malen lever vlidgt 
begränsat och är knuten tillp plantan , var försiktig var du 

dätter dina fötter, ocg gräv inte runt i högarna bksb gmklbg 
gkklg gll gklks  kkg kkd  dkkdnddddd men du kan ju göra som 

du vill om du vill men klversobermlane komemr inte att gilla 
om du abra trmapar på den 

affff men vi kan inte hinfrea er , effff mmeene emme affff men vi kan inte hinfrea er , effff mmeene emme 
fafaff faff ff fasf fsf asf af f afaf f fmk vvjjjjjjssjsls sk skjsks 

sks sks sks sk kf fkkf kfnmfk

: DESIGNED BIOTOPE 
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Section of Lötens main path for visitors: The Spine. The existing dumperroad is dug out in the middle,  bellow the groundwater 
level, and a waterway is created. The material that is dugged out is used as enbankments on the sides of the new road. These 
enbankments creates dry and sun-exposed-microbiotopes and helps to connect this biotope at Löten. The spine also works as a 
ecological corridor for shallow quarry-waters. Generally the dumper-road lies low in the landscape, and where the height differance 
becomes to much, the idea of digging down to the groundwater level is not carried out. Bridges enables passage over the spine.

 Design spine 

Section of existing dumper-road
10 m
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BIRD ISLANDS- Little ringe plover

Stage 1

Quarry-lake becomes bird area

Species and biotope conservations principles: 

• Sun-exposed shallow bodies of water with variations in depth and 
bottom-structure creates high biodiversity. 

• The waterbody should be free from fish and crayfish as this diminishes 
biodiversity. 

• The waterbody´s form should be complex, with a long shoreline 
relative to its area. This creates a rich fauna with a high biodiversity.  

• The waterbody should have a wide, gently sloping shore. The fauna 
that thrives in this riparian zone requires periodic disturbance to be 
kept in an early successions-stage. A three meters long riparian zone, 
contains nearly twice as many species as a steep , nonexistent one, 
where land merges directly into the water.

 

Design:

• Create a complex system of connected waterbodies. 
• Create a wide, sloping riparian zone, with many micro environments 

where regular disturbance occurs. 
• The bird area is created with several secluded bird-islands that visitors 

cant reach.

Section A-a. The lakes riparian zones 
are to be shallow.

 Photomontage. Parts of the newly created quarrylake can be explored through industrial inpired footbridges.

Plan.                           Scale:  1: 8000 

a

A
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Floating bird-observatory- sand martin

 Photomontage. Birdobservatory with the binocular-station at the top.

Section A-a.

Excavation-machine becomes bird-
observatory

Species and biotope conservations principles: 

• The sand martin needs sandy slopes where the soil consist of fine-
grained material. Even slopes with fine-grained rock can serve as 
breeding grounds for the bird. 

• Non-windy slopes facing southeast or south is especially favorable.
• The vertical slopes should be at least 3-4 meters high so that foxes 

and other predators do not reach the nest.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Design: 

• Bringing people in front of the slope rather than behind it. Today it is 
difficult to see the nests for visitors. In the design the visitor can see 
the sand martins up-close.

• A platform with binoculars is created where the sand martin slopes 
can be clearly studied. 

• Upon completion of Jehander’s extraction, if needed, measures 
should be taken to mechanically create suitable slopes if needed.

Stage 1Plan.                                   Scale: 1: 4000 

A

a
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tertrt r  retert er ert  terter e5 rt er ffffffffffffffffff f fgsrg sdfg
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 dth ththdthththt  thth t t  jag är en liten bergh u som inte
 kan hittas på något anat ställe io ärlden än på löten , ja

 juset dcet så är det faktiskt , men jag kan inte sötas för då
vaknar jag pch blir arg

OWL PILLAR- Eagle-owl

Photomontage. On the north side of the pillar climbing might be allowed.

Plan.       Scale: 1: 6000

Design: 

• A pillar of bedrock is left at the existing excavation site.
• The pillar is created with a rock-shelf where predators can not reach 

the nest.
• Adjacent to the pillar a place for ceremonies is created.

Stage 2

A a

Saved bedrock becomes a owl pillar

Species and biotope conservations principles: 

• Certain parts of the bedrock are preserved and this creates a nesting 
ground for the Eagle-Owl.

• The nest area is to be remote for visitors and predators.

Section A-a.
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　 洀

FRAME IT- Alisma wahlenbergii

Photomontage. The frame enables the visitor to see the under-water species and the sunken ships up-close. 

Plan    Scale:1:2000

Experience industrial heritage and a rare 
underwater plant

Species and biotope conservations principles: 
 
• Low nutrient availability. 
• Non shaded shores where daylight reaches the bottom. 
• Non muddy water with a calm water that creates minimal cloudiness 

of the water.
• Removing of reed and keeping grazing animals promotes the species.

Design:

• Create a protecting frame at the new site for Alisma Wahlenbergii, 
with good opportunities for daylight to hit the bottom.

• Visitors arriving to Löten via boat, are not allowed to anchor at this 
site.

• The use of grazing animals by the shoreline creates a better habitat 
for the plant.

• Because the species is so fragile the location of the primary colony is 
keep secret, so that visitors do not have an negative impact on it. 

Grazing animals along the seaside 
is allowed in Stage 3, the frame is 
created in Stage 5.

a

A

Section A-a. 
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Scale:  1 : 4000

BEE-PARADISE- Sand wasp

Section A-a. Between the mounds there are different training activities.

Photomontage. The warm micro-climate at the mounds creates excellent conditions for sun-loving insects.

Exercise 2and bees in co-existence

Species and biotope conservations principles: 

• The sunexposed sand should be free from trees.
• Abundance of flowers adjacent to Bembix rostata´s nest promotes the 

species.
• Human disturbance by footsteps helps the species, since lower 

vegetation and lichenes are then kept of.
• Topographic structures is of great value for the species and other sun-

loving species, a warm microclimate can be created and the heat can 
be enhanced  if the topographic structures are facing the sun.

Design:

• Sun-facing mounds is created. The mounds sun-exposed sides consists 
of sand and gravel and the north sides has a layer of soil where 
regional flowers can blossom. The flowers serves as nutrients for the 
insects in the biotope. The outer mounds are higher to further create 
a warm, still microclimate. 

• A training-area for exercise, sports, mountainbike and play is created 
and creates disturbance. The activities are places in such a way that 
human disturbance is created all over the site.

• Massive mounds of sand and gravel from the industry are left 
untouched, and can now be used for exercise and play.

• A pitch for “Bee-football” is created, and this area is designed with 
goals and corner-flags.

 Plan. Stage 4

A

a
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Butterfly corridor- Silver spotted skipper

Section. The design of the butterfly hotels is influeced by the form of Lötens industrial 
structures.

Principle for placement of the butterfly hotels. Theses hotspots distributes the disturbance in the butterfly corridor.

Photomontage. Camping-ground by Reaxsjön.

Plan                          Scale: 1:8000

Powerline corridor becomes butterfly 
haven

Species and biotope conservations principles:  

• Measures to create exposed sand-areas 
• Keep an early succession stage and stop trees from growing big.
• Targeted butterfly measures.

Design: 

• Multifunctional butterfly-hotels are created and placed under the 
power-lines. These distributed hotspots makes the visitors create 
disturbance through the whole site. 

• Where the power-line corridor reaches the quarry limits several 
butterfly-hotels are placed to create an especially good environment, 
and this would further attract butterflies and other insects from the 
surrounding landscape.

• A trail for mountainbike and horses goes through the site.

Stage 5
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Batmachine- Natterer’s bat

Photomontage. The machinepark at night. 

Plan                         Scale: 1:4000

The production area promotes bats

Species and biotope conservations principles: 

• Improve existing environments so that other species can not disturb 
the Natterers bat during the hibernation.

• Make sure the species have a good supply of food as the hibernation 
is over in early spring.

• Lights attracts insects.

Design: 

• Close the concrete culverts so that a good hibernation environment is 
created.

• Make sure the bat has enough food in early spring.
• A light design attracts insects nighttime.
• Plantation with early blooming vegetation is created. 

A

a

Stage 5

Section A-a.  The visitor can experience the machine park at different levels. At the existing shippingdock there are several concrete culvers that with 
measures can inbibit bats.
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klöversobermal
en liten maen liten mal l som bor i skogen med värdväxten skogsklöver, 

men bara på torkstressade sådanna. Malen lever vlidgt 
begränsat och är knuten tillp plantan , var försiktig var du 

dätter dina fötter, ocg gräv inte runt i högarna bksb gmklbg 
gkklg gll gklks  kkg kkd  dkkdnddddd men du kan ju göra som 

du vill om du vill men klversobermlane komemr inte att gilla 
om du abra trmapar på den 

affff men vi kan inte hinfrea er , effff mmeene emme affff men vi kan inte hinfrea er , effff mmeene emme 
fafaff faff ff fasf fsf asf af f afaf f fmk vvjjjjjjssjsls sk skjsks 

sks sks sks sk kf fkkf kfnmfk

Clover clearings- Clover moth

Photomontage.In every designed biotope there is informartion about the umbrella species.

Plan.                                    Scale: 1: 8000

Principle for after treatment of the storage-area. The geobarrier is removed in certain 
areas.

Tires safeguards the species

Species and biotope conservations principles: 

• Expand the biotope by creating new clearings. At the driest locations 
the forest should be cleared, and this should be at the highest 
topographical points.

• Create new clearings adjacent to where the moth has been found.
• Keep the clearings from closing themselves.

Design: 

• The sandy-pineforest is a large connected biotope all trough Löten. 
Wherefore there are good possibilities to create new clearings.

• Masses of sand are placed in these clearings, which prevents them 
from closing.

• Tires filled with soil, where the hostplant zigzag-clover is planted can 
be moved around Löten once the moth inhabits it.

• The layer of clay at the storage-area with masses from Förbifart 
Stockholm, should be removed at some locations and then filled with 
sand, which are measures to create new clearings in the future.

Stage 6


